TO THE EDITOR: Congratulations to the Flinders intensive care unit team for their clinically useful and interesting paper on inadvertent sodium loading in critically ill patients1 — and for the comprehensive list of occult pharmaceutical sources of inadvertent sodium administration, of which most of us would probably not have been aware. Many would be taken aback to note the high sodium content of, for instance, moxifloxacin, ticarcillin–clavulanate or metronidazole. The researchers were very thorough in tracking down sodium content. In identifying the additive effect of all sources, including, for example, a median 17.4% of total sodium input from repeated flushes, they provide valuable data that indicate the need for reassessment to optimise practice. Other sources contribute concomitant to their required use (eg, transfusions).

Ever since the retirement in 1983 of our unit’s pioneering director, the Department of Critical Care Medicine at Auckland Hospital has used a sodium-free 5% glucose maintenance fluid (278 mOsm/kg), so this does not add to sodium input as happens with the 0.18% saline and 4% dextrose solution used by Flinders ICU.

The statement in the Abstract that “Sodium administration is rarely separated from fluid administration in critically ill patients” does not take account of the therapeutic use of 4 mol/L saline to help treat intracranial hypertension in traumatic brain injury (which was not a clinical factor in the Flinders study). Incidentally, when we used it in the past, Upjohn’s dexamethasone did contribute a minimal 1 mEq of sodium per 30 mg (Figure 1).

But still, please allow me to point out — purely to give a historical perspective — that during what one can perhaps dignify as the Bronze Age (Early or Late?) of Intensive Care Medicine, this sodium problem was not

Figure 1. Sodium balance chart used by Auckland Hospital Department of Critical Care in the 1970’s*

unrecognised. For some of the 1970s, an attempt was made not just to track sodium input but to try to gain an idea of sodium “balance”, constructed by trying to determine sodium input and its content in all fluid outputs that could be measured. The accompanying diagram (Figure 1) is from one of a series of charts I had designed for our unit’s record keeping, which I then included in my poster display at the First World Congress on Intensive Care, London, 1974. For the years of the chart’s usage it was applied to all critically ill patients at Auckland Hospital’s Department of Critical Care in the mid 1970s, until the necessary lessons from it had been well absorbed. There was an accompanying 24 hours fluid balance record of course.

Now, writing as a nomenclature pedant, may I make three pinpricks please?

First, I do note with appreciation the authors’ use of the descriptive term “medicines” instead of “drugs” — except for once — although I no longer wonder whether doctors should keep calling medicines “drugs”:2 the firm answer is “No!”

Second, what is the authors’ so-called 0.9% normal saline (or “0.18% normal saline” mentioned in the same table)? Those writing for an academic journal — in fact, all of us — should be aware that normal saline is not 0.9% saline but 5.85% saline (with 6.5 times the amount of sodium),3 so to say “normal” saline clinically is careless (and, however unintended, misleading, even if the excuse is that it is lower case “n” so everybody knows that “Normal 5.85%” is not meant). So let’s be accurate. If one insists on being descriptive and not mathematical, why not say “isotonic saline” in place of 0.9% saline or 0.9% NaCl?

Lastly, as “dextrose” is an American not a British term, it is probably better not to use it in place of “glucose”, whatever it says on the outside of the bag of fluid. In Australia and New Zealand,4 when so labelled, 5% dextrose is a 5% glucose (anhydrous) solution with 5 g/100 mL. Curiously, the United States Pharmacopeia (and possibly it alone) provides the formula for its glucose, which is that of the monohydrate.5 So in the US, while 5 g/100 mL of the anhydrous glucose would make a 5% solution, 5 g of the monohydrate glucose could make only a 4.5% solution.3,5 (Please correct me if I am wrong.) Should a manufacturer supply sufficient glucose monohydrate for the solution to contain 5 g of [anhydrous] glucose?
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